FOREWORD
Stability properties of a charged beam propagation through a relativistic hollow electron beam are investigated, in connection with present experimental applications in the collective particle accelerator. The stability analysis is carried out for long axial wavelength and low-frequency perturbations. A closed algebraic dispersion relation for coupled transverse oscillations is obtained for the solid and hollow beams with sharp-boundary density profiles. One of the most important features in the analysis is that the typical growth rate of the transverse oscillation is order of the hollow beam diocotron frequency wD thereby severely limiting the solid beam propagation through a relativistic hollow electron beam. However, for a solid beam with a small radius, the fundamental mode perturbation (i.e., the dipole oscillation) is the most unstable mode. 6 is the acceleration of a charged particle beam propagating in a spatially modulated magnetic field. In this regard, this paper examines the equilibrium and stability properties of a solid charged beam propagating through an intense relativistic hollow electron beam, in connection with present experimental applications in the collective particle accelerator.
Investigation of the coupled transverse oscillation is carried out for an intense charged particle beam that is infinite in axial extent and propagates through a relativistic hollow electron beam.
The stability analysis is calculated within the framework of a hybrid (Vlasov-fluid) model in which the hollow beam electrons are described as a macroscopic, cold fluid immersed in an axial magnetic field B(Z and the solid beam particles are described by the Vlasov equation.
We assume that the radius of the Solid The ion resonance stability properties of a solid ion beam propagating through a hollow electron beam is investigated in Sec. V for a low density case. For a case of high density ion beam, we urge the reader to review the previous studies.
8 ' 9 It is found from the analysis in Sec. V that the maximum growth rate of ion resonance instability is many times of the diocotron frequency. Moreover, the instability growth rate increases significantly as the solid beam radius R. is increased.
9/10
--*-r-- In the theoretical analysis, we introduce a cylindrical polar coordinate system (r,e,z).
In order to make the analysis tractable, the following simplifying assumptions are made;
(a) The motion of the beam particles is predominantly in the axial direction, and that the transverse momentum is small in comparison with the characteristic axial momentum, i.e., 
where E and B are the eleatric and magnetic fields, respectively,-nh and V are the density and mean velocity, respectively, of the hollow electron fluid element, m is the rest mass of electrons, and y(,t) = The density profile of the solid beam described by Eq. (6) is given by 9 nts 0 0< r< R , n C 5 (7) , otherwise where the radius of the solid beam is determined from R= 
where the diococron frequency WD is defined by 
Within the context of Eqs. (14) and (15), it is straightforward to show that the Maxwell equations for perturbed fields can be approximated by 
and carrying out a straightforward algebraic manipulation, we obtain the hollow beam portion of the perturbed charge density 
is the effective perturbed solid potential, and Equation (28) is the dispersion relation used in the remainder of this paper, and can be used to investigate stability properties for a broad range of system parameters of experimental interest.
In the limit of S -* 0, we recover the dispersion relation of the diocotron instability
for a relativistic hollow beat. However, we also note from Fig. 1 that small growth rate in range 0.5 < kc/ D < 2 is a residual influence of the familiar diocotron instability.
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Therefore, we conclude that the growth rate of the diocotron instability is much less than that of the coupled transverse oscillation for counter-streaming beams.
The dependence of stability properties on axial velocity of the solid beam is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the normalized maximum growth rate m is plotted versus B for the parameters identical to i s Fig. 1 . The maximum growth rate of instability almost linearly reduces to zero as the value B s increases from Ss -to Bs a B h -0. 968 .
In this regard, it is evident that the Z = 1 mode perturbation is stable when the solid and hollow beams have a same axial velocity. 2 This is consistent with the previous study.
Of considerable interest for experimental application is the stability behavior for specified 6(a) and (b), we finally note that for a specified value of (fis/fih)(Rs/RC) 2 corresponding to the total ion current, the growth rate of the coupled transverse oscillation reduces considerably as the ion beam radius is decreased. 
